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With over 350,000 in print, the Clinician's Thesaurus is an indispensable practitioner resource and

course text. It presents thousands of standard words, phrases, clinical tips, and interview questions

to help practitioners conduct thorough assessments, accurately describe nearly any clinical

situation, and shape clinical observations into effective reports. Finding exactly the right terminology

can save hours of paperwork time and improve the quality of documentation. Structured to follow

the sequence of a mental health evaluation, the book includes report formats, treatment planning

pointers, all DSM-IV-TR and ICD-9-CM diagnostic codes, and much more--all in a large-size format

with convenient lay-flat binding. New to This Edition *References, resources, and diagnostic and

treatment information are thoroughly updated. *Additional clinical problems: reactive attachment

disorder, body dysmorphic disorder, and varieties of violent behaviors. *Sections on strengths

assessment and ethical considerations in report writing. *More online resources, including where to

obtain free assessment measures and scales. See also The Paper Office for the Digital Age, Fifth

Edition, by Edward L. Zuckerman and Keely Kolmes, which provides the essential recordkeeping

and risk-reduction tools that every psychotherapy practice needs.
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So far, so good. This book seems to contain every permutation for almost any question or situation

that could come up in a clinical interview or during treatment. Needless to say, it's too much to

memorize. But it's an excellent reference in case you got stuck and needed to check something so

as to refine your technique. Sometimes it's all about semantics, and this book helps you put just

about everything in a more tactful way to allow you to glean more information.

I have a very old edition of this thesaurus and when I saw this most recent edition, well I had to

purchase it. Am glad I did too since there have been many updates and also good suggestions for

asking questions during the clinical interview. I have also found it very useful when writing reports

since I get tired of using the same word(s) all the time. This book offers many synonyms for those

terms/descriptions we struggle with sometimes !

Worth the money for a beginning mental heal professional or some one who wants to enhance thier

clinical writing skills. This biok provides you with easy to follow descriptecves of the complicated

mental health jargon.

This book has been helpful in writing assessments. This book was helpful in giving me details of

what questions to ask for during a MSE.

this is a must for any clinician or school psychologist or social worker who wants to write quality and

comprehensive reports. I strongly encourage all my interns and grad students to purchase it as a

career investment.

For the price it is not worth it ,it's not up to date

I don't really use it as much as I thought I would.

The item arrived just as promised. Great quality. Definitely recommending this seller.
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